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Users on the device can select to auto-run or run a 
specific test from the LCD touch screen.

Hardware
❑We run our tools on a Raspberry PI 3.0 due to its 

support for output pin controls via python.
❑LCD - AdafruitPiTFT screen connected through 

the data pins on the Raspberry Pi.
❑ Jammer transmitters - four TX6729 transmitters 

connected in parallel on all 16 wireless channels.
❑Wireless adapters - we purchased two high gain 

wireless antennas so that the PI could send and 
receive on two network interfaces at once.

Methodology & Implementation

Results / Usage
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Ex-Pi

Results
● We were able to sucessfully implement the 

described attacks against test routers.
● These are common vulnerabilities and closing 

these weakness is an important security step.
● Due to the nature of the exploits, the full test 

takes some time to run. While the WEP crack 
takes minutes to complete, the WPA2 crack can 
take hours.

● Can easily be extended with more complex 
attacks.

Software

● WEP - use the 2007 Tews, Weinmann, Pyshkin attack

● WPA/WPA2-PSK with WPS - WPS pin brute force

● Honeypot - man in the middle attack 

● Ping of Death - send a special ICMP packet to crash a 
target.

● Deauth - send false 802.11 deauth frames to a target

● Dictionary attack - use common credentials to attempt 
to gain access to a protected system.

● Packet inspecting - capture useful packet data

● GUI - QT for Raspberry PI

Usage Scenarios

❑School officials connect Ex-Pi to their internet to 
monitor student wifi usage during the day.

❑Business owner connects Ex-Pi to their network 
to test the security of their password as well as 
as information being transmitted through 
workers devices.

❑Business owner sets up Ex-Pi as unsecured 
network to test whether their employees are 
using secured networks for sensitive information 
for the business to educate employees correctly.
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● WEP, WPA, and WPA2-PSK crack

● Ping of Death attack

● Network Honeypot

● Deauthentication attack

● Dictionary attack

● Wireless signal jammer

Motivation
Despite the pervasive nature of the technology in modern society, 
most people have very little idea of how to actually check if their 
information is secure. This is particularly an issue for home owners 
& small businesses who don’t have the in house expertise to set 
up secure systems. Furthermore, even professional IT staff are 
sometimes unaware of common network security flaws.

Challenges

❑Hardware - microcomputer
Most devices that are portable also have low computing power.
❑Hardware - wireless jammer

Our wireless transmitters ship from China, long delay when we 
accidentally blow them up.

❑Software

Understanding the protocol weakness behind each attack.

Goal

Build a network-penetration testing device that requires minimum 
technical knowledge to operate.

Specific Attacks


